Holdan - Perfect Panopto Partners
Video is fast becoming the No 1 way to educate, inform and train. It’s essential for educational institutions to
manage their video-based learning resources and maximise their effectiveness.
With the right system in place, video allows institutions to:
•
•

Securely share archived lectures and conferences online
Increase earnings from distance learning programmes

•
•

Create new learning resources
Improve student engagement and performance

Panopto enables businesses and educational institutions to record,
stream, manage, and share videos across their organisation or publish to
the globe.

To give students a truly engaging experience it needs to be partnered with
compatible cameras, capture kit, and encoding devices that provide the
best image and audio quality in any given environment.

It takes video learning to another level with interactive quizzes and Q&A’s;
its search engine can find any spoken or written word in a presentation,
or video so you can get the clip you need instantly.

Whether you are looking for a basic plug and play video conferencing
camera or you want your seminars to rival television programming, Holdan
is the value-added distributor to partner with your Panopto installation.

Why Holdan as a specialist distributor
The Holdan team has been involved in high profile installations across the UK. It has the technical expertise and product inventory to assist system
integrators and resellers to deliver a next generation solution with world-class picture quality, simple management and control and first-rate reliability.

www.holdan.co.uk
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Lumens VC-B10U-B ePTZ USB
Probably the easiest “plug and play” way to enhance a simple video presentation. Web Cams built into computers
or external USB are usually low quality with inferior optics and image quality. The VC-B10U has an exceptionally wide
120° viewing angle and hi resolution sensor allowing it to enlarge to 3x magnification with ePTZ (electronic pan tilt
zoom). With the touch of a button you can capture the whole board room or zoom in on individual speakers.

Distance learning and videoconferencing with smaller meeting rooms or adding
an inexpensive wide shot to multi camera productions.

Panasonic AW-UE4K is a Compact 4K Digital PTZ Camera
Features high quality video output up to 4K. Equipped with an ultra-wide-angle lens with a 111° field of view. It has
native USB support in Panopto but you can also to connect via HDMI, or power and control its sophisticated Pan
and Scan functions over long distances. It can also stream from any location in RTMP format which is natively
supported by Panopto.

Flexible connectivity and capturing hi quality images in both large and small spaces thanks
to the super wide lens and 4k image quality.

Lumens VC-A50PN HD IP PTZ video camera
A responsive HD IP PTZ video camera with 20x zoom and excellent image quality for picking out lecturers or
presenters at the back of large auditoriums. What sets it further apart from the competition is the single cable
operation (NDI).

Lecture capture in large rooms or zooming in on the action in a sports hall.
Also adding multiple cameras is a breeze as you can simply plug more into the network.

Panasonic AW-HE38HW HD PTZ Camera
This superb POE+ PTZ camera delivers high-quality HD IP video over a single LAN cable making it a very simple to
install. The AW-HE38 also supports output of video and audio via USB and HDMI and can record direct to SD card in
the camera. It is compatible with Panasonic’s advanced AW-SF100/SF200 Auto Tracking Software which allows the
camera to automatically motion track a speaker across a stage.

Outstanding operability and installation flexibility and motion tracking.

Epiphan Pearl 2 and New Pearl Mini
All in one video devices that take the hard work out of capturing, switching, encoding, recording and streaming
video and audio. They are capable of reliably capturing any event and their bi-directional integration with Panopto
make them the perfect partner for lecture capture. Pearl is often the missing link used between your camera
feeds and laptop presentations that you want to capture. They have comprehensive Panopto integration plus
fully automated Panopto workflows for simple scheduled, recurring, and on-demand sessions. Recordings upload
automatically and users can even authenticate with Panopto using Pearl Mini’s touch screen.

A simple to use touch screen interface that is fully integrated with Panopto and allowing
you to capture and stream multiple high-quality video sources simultaneously.
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